
A N O T E  O N  

C O N V E N T I O N S  

The Nature of the Book makes extensive use of manuscript and printed 
sources dating from the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. In 
quotations from such materials, spelling, punctuation, and typography have 
generally been kept as close as possible to the originals, except that u, v, w,  
i, and j have been modernized. Use of the intrusive "sic" has been kept to a 
minimum. I have occasionally capitalized letters in quotations that hap- 
pened to appear at the start of my sentences. 

The City of London was (and is) not quite the same as the city of Lon- 
don. The former refers to the area within the walls, which fell under the 
traditional jurisdiction of Lord Mayor and Aldermen. The latter signifies the 
general conurbation as it had developed and spread beyond the bounds of 
the City itself. Parts of this conurbation therefore lay under different au- 
thorities, in particular those of Middlesex, Surrey, and Westminster. 

In early modern England the legal year began in late March. England 
also recognized the Julian calendar (often called "old style"), which was ten 
days behind the Gregorian calendar ("new style") by this time employed in 
most of Europe. This can easily result in confusion over dates. In this book, 
dates are generally.given in the old style, and in the form 11 February 163516. 
O n  the rare occasions when some confusion may arise, the Gregorian date 
is also given: e.g., 11/21 February 163516. 

Some delicate issues of terminology arise when one discusses early mod- 
ern books. Among the most salient are the following: 

The termpublisher was known and used in early modern England, but it 
carried different meanings from its modern counterpart. Some of its con- 
temporary connotations are teased out in the text of this book; I have 
tried to use the word only where those connotations are intended. More 
commonly I have employed the term undertaker, which is less ambiguous 
and more historically appropriate. 
Strictly speaking, a stationer (with a small s) was someone who followed 
the trade of a paper-stationer. A Stationer (capital S) was someone who 
was a member of the Stationers' Company-which included not only 
paper-stationers, but also printers, booksellers, and binders, plus a rela- 
tively small number of individuals who did not actually practice any of 
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/ the skills associated with paper and printing. Afier the incorporation of 
the Company in 1557, all of these "faculties" were, as a participant re- 
marked, "constituted in one Body and Society, under one generical and 

, individual term of Stationer."' I follow suit. Incidentally, I refer to Sta- 
tioners-both printers and booksellers-as "he or she." This is not 
simply modern propriety; both men and women worked in the book 
trade. It has long been maintained that the Statiohers' craft was unusually 
tolerant of, and profuse with, female practitioners operating in their own 
right-something the legal status of which still remains in need of 
in~estigation.~ 
A still more controversial term is piracy. It appears many times in this 
book. I have used it to mean any attributed violation of copy-ownership 
(or "propriety"). John Feather has argued for a more restricted usage, 
claiming that even though contemporaries used it in just such a wide 
sense, they were wrong to do so.' Feather points out that there is a formal 
legal definition (that is, the printing without his or her permission of a 
text that was clearly and legally owned by another agent), and claims that 
to honor actors' categories in this case is to generate unnecessary con- 
fusion. It is a point that has been repeated by other authors and is dis- 
cussed in the course of this book. However, while such precision is prob- 
ably necessary in matters of technical bibliography, the stipulation seems 
rather too restrictive for a work such as this, which deals with social, 
cultural, and intellectual history. Such a book is entitled to recover the 
broader meanings recognized by contemporaries-indeed, it is its duty 
to do so. Contemporary usage provides warrant. Someone might call 
an unauthorized printing of personal letters a piracy, for example, even 

i though their ownership had not been registered beforehand; similarly, an 
! unauthorized reprint produced in another country for sale on the Con- 
! tinent might be accounted a piracy, although it was outside English legal 

jurisdiction. There are no legal terms for such cases, although individuals 
certainly felt them to be transgressions of some sort. It would be awkward 
to have to resort every time to "unauthorized reprint" or some such for- 
mula. For the sake of conciseness and dramatic value, then-and not 
least to capture something of the sheer sense of outrage displayed by the 
aggrieved-I have chosen to follow what I take to be the emerging usage , of the time, and call these activities by the generic label of piracy. This 

I. London Printers Lamentation, 2. See also Stationers' Company, Registers 1554 -1640, I ,  
114; 11, 5-6; Blount, Glossographiu, s.v. "Stationer"; Campbell, London Tradesman, 126-7; 
Blagden, Stationers' Company, 19 n. I; Belanger, "Booksellers' Sales of Copyright," ii-iii. 

2. Erickson, Women and P r o p q ,  30; Earle, Ciiy Full ofPeopk, 107-55. 
3. Feather, "English Book Trade and the Law," 64-5; Feather, Dictionaty, 207-8. 
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need not preclude finer categorization, of course, and I have taken care 
to make clear the formal status of specific claims. 
An author is taken to be someone acknowledged as responsible for a given 
printed (or sometimes written) work; that is, authorship is taken to be a 
matter of attribution by others, not of self-election. A writer is anyone 
who composes such a work. A writer therefore may or may not attain 
authorship. A text is the content of any written or printed work, consid- 
ered apart from its particular material manifestation. 

For reasons of economy, the footnoting convention of Shapin's Social 
History of Truth and Eisenstein's Printing Press as an Agent of Change has 
been adopted. Full bibliographical details of all works cited are included in 
the bibliography. 



The %ok o f  %atare and the xature o f  the CBook 

P ick up a modern book. This one will do: the one you are looking at right 
now. What sort of object is this? There are certain features about it of 

which you can be reasonably confident. Its professed author does indeed 
exist and did indeed write it. It contains information believed to be accurate, 
and it professes to impart knowledge to readers like you. It is produced with 
its author's consent, and it is indeed the edition it claims to be. If the dust 
jacket announces that it is the product of a given organization-in this case 
the University of Chicago Press-then this too may be believed. Perhaps 
you may even say to yourself that that fact vouches for the quality of its 
content. You may safely assume that the book you now hold will have been 
printed in many copies, and a copy of the same book bought in Australia, 
say, will be identical in all relevant respects to one bought in the United 
States or in Great Britain. 

Begin to use this object. It should immediately become clear that there 
are things about its proper utilization of which a reader like you can be 
equally confident. This book has not been produced with a specific, indi- 
vidual reader in mind. To some extent, at least, it is a commercial product, 
designed to appeal to purchasers. Its cost may have limited its readership 
somewhat, but its distribution will still have been fairly widespread, and it 
may be available for consultation in a number of libraries. Readers will not 
have to endure any formal vetting or approval process before being permit- 
ted to read this book. You yourself are free to carry it around and to lend it 
to others. You are not free, however-beyond certain legal limits-to re- - 

produce its contents in your own right for commercial gain. Nor may you 
now proceed to issue translations, epitomes, or abridgments of those con- 
tents. It is improbable (but not impossible) that you will choose to declaim 
the text of this book aloud in a public place, and it is even more unlikely 
that you will make it the focus of a collective act of commemoration, wor- 
ship, or similar ritual. Some books are indeed used in these ways, inciden- 
tally, but this is probably not going to be one of them. In short, while in 
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some respects this book's usage is up to you, in others it appears to be quite 
closely constrained. 

That we can assume all these things of such an object-that such an 
object actually exists-derives from our living in what many people cdl 
"print culture." Such phenomena, we say, are due to printing. Or rather, we 
would say this, but so infallibly reliable are they that we rarely wen have to 
articulate the relation. It is obvious, self-evident, &en necessary. The prac- 
tical consequence is that we do not have to agonize over the reliability of a 
~ublished book before we can put it to use. We do not need to undertake 
investigatory work to confirm that its author does exist and that its text is 
authorized. No literary spy need be hired to ascertain that it was indeed 
made by its stated publisher and that its contents will be the same as those 
of another copy of the same book found in any other place. In our world, 
all these characteristics are inherent in virtually any published book (and the 
duties of a "literary agent" are comparatively mundane). We take them for 
granted, every day of our lives. We depend on them, and our reliance is, by 

' and large, justified. 
It is this very self-evidence that encourages us to ascribe all these charac- 

teristics to a technological order of reality. If called upon, we may assert that 
printed texts are identical and reliable because that is simply what printing 
is. The identification is as momentous as it is straightforward. It has become 
the point of depanure for all current interpretations of print and its cultural 
consequences, and is the root from which the very concept of "print cul- 
ture" has grown.' It is thereby also the foundation of a conviction that that 
culture has rendered possible the establishment of veracious knowledge in 
modern society. Yet this book argues that it is substantially false. Not only 
that: The Name of the Book maintains that it is probably the most powerful 
force resisting the acceptance of a uuly historical understanding of print and 

1 any cultural consequences it may foster. 
This book contends that what we often regard as essential elements and 

necessary concomitants of print are in hct rather more contingent than gen- 
erally acknowledged. Veracity in particular is, it argues, extrinsic to the press 
itself, and has had to be &ed onto it. The same may be said of other 
cognate attributes associated with printing. In short, The Nature of the Book 
claims that the very identity of print itself has had to be made. It came to be 
as we now experience it only by virtue of hard work, exercised over genera- 
tions and across nations. That labor has long been overlooked, and is not 
now evident. But its very obscurity is revealing. It was dedicated to effacing 
its own uaces, and necessarily so: only if such efforts disappeared could 

I. For this term, see below, pp. 10-11, and Eisenstein, PrintingPrexr, I, 43-159. I am not 
sure of its genesis; Einstein, its prime recent exponent, seems to take it from McLuhan 
k g . ,  Gutenberg Galaxy, 146-9). 

printing gain the air of intrinsic reliability on which its cultural and com- 
mercial success could be built. Recovering it is therefore a difficult task, but 
one well worth attempting. This book tries accordingly to excavate the com- 
plex issues involved in the historical shaping of print-issues that our con- 
ventional notion of print culture obscures with all the authority of a cate- 
gorical definition. The Nature of the Book is the first real attempt to portray 
print culture in the making. 

Yet how could print conceivably be anything else? If it were really the 
result of a significant process of historical construction, then surely we could 
not now find it so obvious, universal, and undeniable. If it a u l d  have de- 
veloped differently, then surely it would now differ noticeably from place to 
place, and in any one place it would still bear the uaces of its development. 
We would see the wreckage of failed alternatives all about us. In practical 
terms, we would indeed have to worry about the specific status of a given 
printed book in order to use it. Questions of where it had come from, who 
had made it, and whether or not its putative author acknowledged its con- 
tent would all need to be posed and answered before we could safely trust 
any printed book. That they do not constitutes a powerful reason to accept 
the obvious. 

Even a little reflection suggests that there is greater complexity to the 
subject than this. Any printed book is, as a matter of hct, both the product 
of one complex set of social and technologid processes and also the starting 
point for another. In the first place, a large number of people, machines, 
and materials must converge and act together for it to come into existence 
at all. How exactly they do so will inevitably affect its finished character in a 
number of ways. In that sense a book is the material embodiment of, if not 
a consensus, then at least a collective consent. Its identity can be understood 
accordingly, in terms of these intricate processes. But the story of a book 
evidently does not end with its creation. How it is then put to use, by whom, 
in what circumstances, and to what effect are all equally complex issues. 
Each is worthy of attention in its own right. So a printed book can be seen 
as a nexus conjoining a wide range of worlds of work. Look closely and YOU 

1 
are likely to find simplicity and inevitability in neither the manufacture of 
an object like this nor its subsequent construal. The processes leading to the 
deployment of a book and those consequent upon its use both depend on 
too many contingencies. That in turn means that print cannot be as straight- 
forward asit seems. 

One way to appreciate the implications is to examine more closely places 
where printing exists, but where its cultural consequences seem very differ- 
ent from those familiar to us. There are two such places, separated from us 
by space and by time. The first may be found in certain regions of the world 
where, to international publishers' disgust, so-called "piracy" has become a 



Prevalent ~0mmerciaf pactice. You could not be so sure of all (hose : some of (he questions addressed in the following chapters. Tactically forget- 
evident" facts about this book if YOU had bought your copy in such a 

place. ting (hat we ourselves "how" what printing is, The Naare ofthe Book be- 
It indeed prove reliable. But it might dso have been produced by an gins by =king the ofwhat printing war. It addresses how the people 
anonymous manufacturer, and have different contens. purported author ofthe sixteen&, seventeen&, and eighteenth centuries constructedandcon- 
might have no idea of the claims it contained. some 

such companies pro- . strued (he c&, in their own setting and for their own ends. This enails 
not just unauthorized reprints of existing book, bur wholly nnu texts the complex socid procfises by which came to be 

'Iaimi% to be written by best-selling author-. Their products hreaten made and wed in their sociev-rhe society in which prinilng first 
I com~romise both the economic production of aurhorivd work and, by thrived, and in which any consequences it might have were first mani- 

generating correspondingly divergent readings, &;ir reception. ~h~ 
fested. ~h~ is that what began as a tactical decision to forget Our Own 

I 
effects are by the most notorious of all recent ~ontrovenia to knowledge is soon vindicated as rather more. As chapter 2 will show in de- 

arise from Publishing- The author Salman Rushdie ws complaining ofpi- tail, early modern printing was not joined by any obvious or necasary bond 
racy Of his Works in Pakistan and India long before he appearance of his to enhanced fidelity, reliability, and truth. That bond had to be forged. 

h e ' .  When it did appear, the book was properly published in nei- ifan early modern reader picked up a printed b0ok-D~  lib^ 
ther the protesa that occurred in Lahore elsewhere, and hat pcrhaps-then he or she could not be immediately certain that it was what 
first set in train the events leading eventually to 

Khomeinib fawa, centered it claimed to be, and irs proper use might not be so self-mident. piracy was 
On Public reading of unauthorized copies and p~o tocop ie~  extracue A win one illicit use of h e  press threatened the credibil i~ of XI' 
Penguin rePraentative wen noted that piracy would permit readen to cir- produns. More broadly, ideas about the correct ways to make and 
cumvent the hdian government's subsequent ban on the book? use books varied markedly from place to place and time to time. But what- 

Rushdie's is admittedly an extreme case. But for good or ill, coundess ever (he cause, it is not e w  for us to imagine such a realm, in which Printed 
and Publishers have encountered to some degree he loss ofcontrol records were not necessarily authorized or faithful. m a t  could One know 

induced Piracy. It means that the experiences associated print are in such a and how could one know it? We ourselvfi routinely rely 
indeed different from those fmiliar m most Warern ruders. ~~d any sug- on stable in our making and mainienance Of knowledge, 
gation that the culrurd consequences of technology have simply whether of he people around us or of the world in which we live. That 
been inadequad~ realized in such settings would be difficult to endorse. stability helps to underpin the confidence we feel in our impressions and 
The evidence of recent international trade disputer that modern beliefs. Even the brisk skepticism we may expras about certain printed ma- 
rechnologF far from eliminating such practices, may even be facilitating terib-rabloid newspapen, say-rests on it, inasmuchaswe feel confident 
them. The argumens currently raging over such mamen are intense and (hat we readily and identify what it is that we are scorning- 
' m P o m t .  Few claim to know how they will end.3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b i l i ~  in rear& would equally rapidly translate into uncer ra in~  Of 

The is (0 look not to other places in our own time, but to judgment. The most immediate implication, then, would be ePistemic. 
times in Our own place- It is possible to argue not only ht print may a the point is a well-entrenched one. It has been made at least 

liffer from Place to Place, but also that its nature has changed over time since the sixteen& century, when printers and others took to lauding their 
ven in Our own socie~.  If this is SO, the implications are again substantid, crafi for its power to praerve. The contrast they drew war with Prwious 
I u r  in rather different ways- Such an argument compels us to reappr~se scribal forms of reproduction, which they delineated as intrinsically corruP- 

Our Own concept of print culture coma from, how it d d o p e d ,  tive. now seems almost indisputable. We should recognize, how ever^ that 
lhen it and why its sway continua to seem secure. ~h~~ are he first identification of that contrast was pmly a product Of interest. Print- 

ers stood to gain from what was originally a contentious argument% not a 
" The 24 

1984; Appignanai and Maitland, R ~ M ~ ~  w r2; pipa, 
mhdie Affair, 24, 85, 113, 2 o 1 - ~ .  straightfornard obsenration. If, on the other hand, it is not Prinring per se '. disputa ex'cnd far b ~ o n d  "copyright" as convenriondly undennad, and in- ! 

(hat possasa preservative power, but printing put to Use in Pa*icular ways, 
ude conven'ions now being forged to cover G~invenrions~~ and i.tcra.. produrn* in area then we 

may usefully draw some rather different distinctions. We 
ch biotechnolog~ and genome research. 

The economic, cu lmd ,  and mod impliotions 

i may look not just for differences between print and manuscript in as in 
raging over computer and music s o h r e ,  are marive. " cOnfrOnmrions bemeen the  USA and China over he Ianer, see F G ~ ~ ~ ,  y-+,yright 

(ion, but for different ways in which the press itself and its Producrr have 
rates." been (and continue to be) employed. The room of textual stabilibiliq be 
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sought as much in these practices as in the press itself. And knowledge, such 
as it is, has come to depend on that stability. Here, then, is one way in which 
a social history of print can prove not just interesting, but consequential. A 
reappraisal of print in the making can contribute to our historical under- 
standing of the conditions of knowledge itself. 

TYCHO B R A H E ,  G A L I L E O  GALILEI, A N D  THE 

P R O B L E M S  O P  "PRINT CULTURE" 
/ 

The central concern of this book is the relation between print and knowl- 
edge. As its title suggests, to pursue this theme it focuses in particular on 
natural knowledge-knowledge of Creation and of humanity's place within 
it. To that extent, The Nature of the Book may be regarded as contributing 
to the discipline known, rather anachronistically, as the history of science.4 
It proposes a new account of how early modern Europeans put printing to 
use to create and maintain knowledge about the natural world. 

The focus on the history of scikce is not, however, an exclusive one. 
The ambit of The Nature of the Book is not exhausted by scientific knowl- 
edge, and none of its conclusions should be regarded as restricted to science 
alone. Science is treated here as just one among a range of activities charac- 
terized by the creacicin and use of knowledge. The historid problems iden- 
tified in the course of this book were so general that they applied to all of 
them, from scriptural exegesis, through astronom);, experiment, and al- 
chemy, to the formation of political ideologies and representations of gen- 
der. All make their appearances in the following chapters. Nonetheless, the 
widely accepted status of modern science as the most objective, vaiuable, 
and robust kind of knowledge currently available makes it a peculiarly ap- 
pealing subject for the historian of printing.5 This high status means that 
any conclusions demonstrable for science stand a chance of being accredited 
a fortiori for other activities now held in lower repute. Furthermore, the 
history of science offers an unusually dear opportunity to discuss the as- 
sumptions and implications of the historiography of print For it is in the 
history of science that one finds the figure who, more than any other, per- 
sonifies print culture as conventionally understood. That figure is the Dan- 
ish nobleman and astronomer Tycho Brahe (fig. 1.1). 

4 As explained W e r  below, I share other historians' doubts about using the terms 
"science" and "scientist" in reference to periods before they became recognized by contem- 
poraries, and will therefore employ them sparingly in this book For the issues involved, see 
Jardiie, 'Writing Off the Scientific Revolution"; Copenhaver, "Did Science Have a Renais- 

I sane?"; Pickstone, "Past a d  Present Knowledges"; and the polemical argument in Cun- 
ningham and Williams, "De-centring the 'Big Picture.'" 

1 5.  I should stress the attributive and pragmatic character of such a representation; dairns 
1 that scientific knowledge actually is objecrive are, of course, extremely controversial, and the 
1 image of science as such has been questioned many times. 
I 

n ~ .  1.1. Tycho B& different represennuom for diirenc readem. (rap Lfr) Had-copid 
po-t. Reprodud fromTycho Bcahe, Opera Omnii, I. (By ~errniaion of rhe syndics of 
Cambridge University Library.) (top right) Printed portrait from the work in which T Y C ~ O  
atmked usus .  TY&0 Br&e, Epi.stokznun A s t r o m m ~ m m  Libri. (By perm'kion of rh. 
Syndics of University Library.) (ubove w) Ty& with his m u d  quadmnt, as 
portqed in a impression of the Annnomk lnstuurata Mcchanica (1598). (BY 

permi&on he British library, Q5.h.3.) (above light) Michael Sparke's English version OF 
Tych~ls m d  qwdmt ponrait, published with his astrological prophev in 1632 as L e a d  
Tko Braha hh ~ ~ o n o n i c u ~  Conjecw. (By permbion of the Syndio of Cambridge 
1 T n i w r r e i w  1 ihnrv\ 
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, \.1; . " '  her in EBW'A~ the same time, however, ~~~h~ has come to pr- ~~~~~~~i~ can claim hat the Renaissance and Reformation were rendered 
the of print in transcending place rendering 

howl- permanent by the very permanence of their canonical texts, that nationalism 
edge He has thus become emblematic of he transformation of developed hanks to the stabilization of laws and languages. and that science 
loca into globd science. This ktter apotheosis ha been due above d l  itself became possible on the basis of phenomena and theories reliably re- 
to Eisenstein'~ The Pn'ntiig Pren a an A~~~~ of Changr. published corded. 10 With &is new foundation of certainty at their disposal, "scientists" 
in 1979. this is still probably the most iduent id  anglophonic interpretation (as Eisenstein insists on calling them) could begin to develop new doubts 
Of the effects ofpdnting. Yet The N m r e  ~~~h pursues for he about their previous authority, namely antiquity. The "Scientific Revolu- 
most pan a quite different approach from hers. 9 ansideration of ~~~h~ ,.ionn was thus inconceivable without a preceding printing revolution."And 

prwides the ided OppoI'tunity to specify ho& and why it does for Eisenstein Tycho Brahe personifies both. 
The unifying a n e p t  of Eisenstein's ug-ent is that ofCbrint culture:. EisensteinYs Tycho an autodidact. Thk in itself was remarhble: be- ' "cdture" is characterized primarily in terms ofcehn traits hat print fore the printing revolution, not enough fsithfid editions could have been 

is to endow on tau. Specifically, those producd in such an environ- amassed in one place to enable him to teach himself. But while hewas doin% 
are subject to conditions of ~ t / ~ & r d & t i ~ ~  dfiSmimtion, 2 this, ~~~h~ was able to place authoritative printed representations of the 

The last Of these is perhaps the most important. According to 
&enstein, copernican and ptolemaic systems of the heavens side by side before his 

printing the mass reproduction of precisely the same tmty eyes, B~ this simple process of juxtaposition, he could immediately see that 
On subsequent o m i o n s  and in different locations. N~ longer 

need any there were serious discrepancies. Later, working on Hveny he instigated a 
suffer the incrming corruption that Eisenstein mumes to be endemic program to rectify the data and theories on which astronomy was based. He 

to "script culture." She focuses on &is anribUte of h i t y  as the most ahd his assistants labored for years to produce a systematic corpus Of re- 
imporrant ofthe prm,  seeing it as cen td  to most of he effects of corded obseNauons of the heavenly bodies, using not only T~cho's Own 
print For example, in conditions of fixity he simple practice of careful but those sent to him by astronomers across 

I 
jutaposing tats became immensely signifiat .  ~~l~ available printed Europe, When ready, Tycho could then supervise the correct printing Of 
representations of opposing astronomical, anatomic$, or 

knowledge this vital in his own printing house, using paper made in his own 
be side by side, and their viewer could now be confident that paper ma (figs. 1.3 and 1.4). As a result, one nova--"TY&o's s m ~ "  as it 

conclusions drawn fmm comparing such reliable t au  would be wo&while. came to be dled-became "fixed" to the extent that it continued to be 
Corres~onden~ On the other side of Europe could do the rep- shown on =letid globes long after it had disappeared from the 
rcvntations that could be supposed identid.9 Such scholars no longer In guise has Eisenstein's Tycho entered a current debate over science 
needed to conern themsdva primarily with he fideliry of their represen- itself. Bruno Latour has built an account of the making and Power ofscience 

: tations~ and were Geed from spending their live 
mis- on her representation of a print culture, first in his concept of " ~ I D I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

It was that liberated them from such labor and thus made pas- mobila"13 and more rkently in that of "mediators."'* h t o u r  identifies 1 lib'' the Progressive improvement of howledge This is he brw on which the collection and deployment of durable paper entities as h e  foundation 

7- Eisensteins printing Press, abridged as printingRevo&&n. F~~ oomplu ofEscnsteids 
influence in a m g e  of fidds. see Tribble, Ma@m a d M a g M f i g ,  3-4; ~ ~ d ~ ,  Wordof Io. Eisenstein, Printing Press, 80, 117, 180-2, 200-10, 212, 6 6  The =gument about 

chap. '; on Pap?, 37 and purim; Rose, ~ w h ~ ~  ad ow-, 3)-4i has since been developed more thoroughly by hderson in Imagined Communi- 
Sommerville' SenrlarieatiOn, 4% 70,79,178,180, 219 n. I; Anderson, 

~ ~ @ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ties, esp. 41-9. 30-49; Eunon* Sn'ence and the Secret$ OfNaww, 6-9, 94- 6; ~~~~~d 
&der ccLitenry rI. Eixnstein, Printing Press, 107,186,193-4,197,640; Hunter, "Impact Of Print"; Leed' TechnolO~ ad Typographic Cukure" (where  phi^ cdtue* ad 

lCprint Llture,. are "Elizabeth Eisenstein's The Printing Press an Agent of Change." 
Many more could be cited. It is dificult to be sure, but 1 would atim.a 12. Eisenstein, Printingpress, 577, 583-4, 593, 596-6O3> 6 2 3 - 5 p  629-30' 640' 699' hat Tycho is =&erred to at least a frequently in PrindngPIIll as any ohcr R~~~~~ 13. htour, Schce in Action, 52, 132-44, 226; Latour, "On the Powers Of igure. 

Latour, u~ isu~izat ion  and Cognition." Compare dso Latour, "Give Me a lab om tor^"; La- 8. Eisenstein, Printingpreu, 71-88, 113-26. tour and Woolgar, Laboratory LifE, 45-53, 69-88; and son, Law and Rip, Mapping the 9' Ei"nsteinJ 74-5. 597; %ntingRNo(udon, +-88. is wor& pointing Dynamics of Science and Technology, 7-14> 35 -99. IUt that p h e n o m e ~  
similar to those attributed by ~&ropologis. to he invention 14- htour, We Have Nevg Been Modem, 77-82,128-9, 138; Latours Is 

lf w"ting. c.g., in Goody, LO& ofwriting, 134-8, 174 
\ =ie,.+, ~~d~ Durable," 104- 6,127; Latour, '"Where Are the Missing ~ * = ? "  I37. 





action depends on Eisenstein's "print culture"-and thereby implicitly 
on McLuhan's "Gutenberg Galaxy"-to underwrite the stability of both 
knowledge and society." 

The Tycho of Eisenstein and Latout has become the incanation of tex- 
tual, social, and epistemic order. But just how credible is this Tycho? There 
is something altogether too neat, too immaculate, about the figure and his 
achievements. As Philip Marlowe put it in The Big Slccp, such testimony 
displays "the austere simplicity of fiction rather than the tangled woof of 
fact." I 8  Maybe the Tycho so far portrayed wdl Lhange somewhat ifwe inves- 
tigate more closely how his "mediators" actually came into being and were 
put to use. For Tycho does indeed represent perhaps the purest example of 
a particular kind of printing, and a particular way of using the products of 
the press. Like Regiomontanus before him, and Hevelius after, he controlled 
his own printing operation. His was a singular printing house, however. It 
was as geographically isolated on the island of Hven as it was socially isolated 
from the companies of the European book trade. It was even 
embedded in the five-meter high, five-meter thick wall that enclosed his 
entire estate. Such isolation meant, at least in principle, that Tycho could 
produce books when, for whom, and in whatever form he liked.I9 Works 
like his Am-onomim Imtauratae Mecbanica, which described Uraniborg in 
all its glory, were scarcely intended to bepublirhcd at all, but were to be 
distributed as gifis to patrons at courts and universities (fig. 1.5). The more 
prestigious were not just printed books, but hybrids-hand-colored, in- 
dividualized tributes, presented to their intended recipients on specific 
dates." Tycho meant to bypass the structures of the international book trade 
altogether. 

things on which they wish to operate to roughly the same s i x  without destroying them. The 
"message" of his networks is that they permit such control; and what is perceived as reality is 
in fact the current state of competing networks in dynamic interaction. The  boundary be- 
tween natural and social must therefore be forgotten when considering them. In such a world 
of natural /social hybridr, power coma  from "translarion." This is the agency by which we 
"enlarge the scope of [our] action" and affect sites distant from ourselves. See McLuhan, 
U4rstanding Medh, 3-21, 56-61, 89-105, 338-45, 346-59; compare Latour, Science in 
Action, 108-21, 223-32, 247-57, and We Haue Nevn  Been Modern, I O - I Z , ~ ~ - I ~ Z .  A reas- 
sessment of McLuhan is, 1 think, overdue, though attention to his work is currently reviving. 
Eisenstein herself roundly denied following him, but with an insistence and a perseverance 
that almost amounted to protesting too much: e.g., Pnnting Press, &-xi, mii, 40-1, 88, 
129, 171. 

17. Compare Shapin, "Following Scientists Around," 5 4 ,  545-6. 
18. Chandler, Cbandkr Colkction, I, 147. 

-- . . 
20. B d e ,  Astron'mia Imtczuratat Mecbanica (1598); Brahe. Opna ~ m ' n i a ,  V 317- 8 .  A 

list of known copies with their recipients is in Norlind, qcbo  Brabe, 286-93. 

FIG. 1.5. The presentation of an astronomical volume to an absolute monarch: Hevelius 
offering his Cometographia to Louis XIV of France. The vignette ponrays Hevelius's 
dedication of the book to Louis; it does not represent a real scene. Hevelius, Cometographia. 
(By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.) 

', 

The recipient of a book like TychoYs Astrononiae Instauratae Mecbanica 
was thus likely to be found in a distinctive place: a royal court or a university. 
Here a book took its place and gained its meaning only amid a vast arsenal 
of other objects directed to similar ends. It would be encountered alongside 
natural curiosities, tha~matur~ical wonders, mathematical devices, paint- 
ings, musical compositions, alchemical medallions, magical machines, and 
other books (fig. 1.6). In such surroundings, eveq aspect of appearance and 
handling mattered for creating an impact. The reader of such a work, in 
such a place, would be consciously engaging in a distinctive system of prac- 
tices and ideas-in TychoP case, feudal ones. The giving and receiving of 
such gifts was an important part of court culture, enmeshed in conventions 
of status recognition,'reciprocarion, and reward. This could not fail to affect 
the way in which that reader regarded the book. It was invested with en- 
hanced credit, being untainted by "mechanick" influence, and it was ac- 
corded the privileged reception due to such a noble gesture." The veraciv 
of its contents warranted respect. They could not be dismissed without cost. 
Yet at the same time such a gesture all but commanded creative responses- 
including challenges-from suitably prestigious intedocurors. Tychoi book 
would now fall subject to the conventions surrounding philosophical and 
mathematical disputes in these settings. The variables that determined both 
whether a "scientific" debate would even take place, and, once battle had 
been joined, how it would proceed, were local ones: to whom one pre- 

zr. Westman, "Astronomer's Role." See also Hannaway, "Laboratory Design"; and corn- 
pare Earnon, "Court, Academy and Printing House," 41. 




